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Unorthodox success principles from a billionaire entrepreneur and philanthropistEli Broad's

embrace of "unreasonable thinking" has helped him build two Fortune 500 companies, amass

personal billions, and use his wealth to create a new approach to philanthropy. He has helped

to fund scientific research institutes, K-12 education reform, and some of the world's greatest

contemporary art museums. By contrast, "reasonable" people come up with all the reasons

something new and different can't be done, because, after all, no one else has done it that way.

This book shares the "unreasonable" principles—from negotiating to risk-taking, from investing

to hiring—that have made Eli Broad such a success.Broad helped to create the Frank Gehry-

designed Walt Disney Concert Hall, the Museum of Contemporary Art, the Broad

Contemporary Art Museum at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and The Broad, a new

museum being built in downtown Los AngelesHis investing approach to philanthropy has led to

the creation of scientific and medical research centers in the fields of genomic medicine and

stem cell researchAt his alma mater, Michigan State University, he endowed a full-time M.B.A.

program, and he and his wife have funded a new contemporary art museum on campus to

serve the broader regionEli Broad is the founder of two Fortune 500 companies: KB Home and

SunAmericaIf you're stuck doing what reasonable people do—and not getting anywhere—let

Eli Broad show you how to be unreasonable, and see how far your next endeavor can go.

From the Inside Flap"The reasonable man adapts himself to theworld. The unreasonable one

persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress depends upon the

unreasonable man."—George Bernard Shaw"Reasonable" people come up with all the

reasons something new and different can't be done, because, after all, no one else has done it

that way. Eli Broad's embrace of "unreasonable thinking" has helped him build two Fortune 500

companies, amass personal billions, and use his wealth to create a new approach to

philanthropy. He has funded scientific research institutes, K–12 education reform, and some of

the world's greatest contemporary art museums.The Art of Being Unreasonable shares the

unreasonable principles—from negotiating to risk-taking, from investing to hiring—that have

made Eli Broad a success. From understanding "the value of being second" to embracing the

thrill of taking a risk, Broad shares the insights and practices that have propelled him to the top.

The book explains how to ask unreasonable questions, pursue the untried, relentlessly revise

expectations upward, be restless, and most important, seek out the best in everything—the

best values, the best investments, the best people—and the best in yourself.If you're stuck

doing what reasonable people do—and not getting anywhere—it's time to get unreasonable,

and see how far your next endeavor can go.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the

Back CoverPraise for The Art of Being Unreasonable"In The Art of Being Unreasonable, my

friend Eli Broad lets us in on his secrets to success in business, philanthropy, and life—and he

asks the right questions, looks for the right answers, and never stops working until he gets

results. At a time when our country needs to focus on what works, Eli's book is a blueprint for

effective public citizenship."—President William Jefferson Clinton"Reading Eli Broad's The Art

of Being Unreasonable may not turn you into a billionaire philanthropist, but it will surely make

you stop and think about the thousands of hours you waste stopping and thinking, when you

could be out there doing. Eli is the exemplar of how to succeed in business and in life by really

trying and only taking yes for an answer."—Morley Safer, Correspondent, 60 Minutes"As a



creator of successful companies, Eli Broad has few equals, and The Art of Being

Unreasonable clearly shows why. It's also a book that powerfully makes the case that wealth

finds its ultimate purpose in public service."—Bill Gates, Co-Chair, Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation, and Chairman, Microsoft Corporation"The art of being effectively unreasonable

has propelled Eli Broad to the pinnacle in four careers. But he also is completely delightful, as

is this book. It will teach you how to become a success by merrily bending reality."—Walter

Isaacson, author, Steve Jobs, and CEO, Aspen Institute"Eli Broad is the only entrepreneur ever

to create two Fortune 500 companies in different industries, and in this movingly personal and

wonderfully plain-spoken book, he not only describes how he did it, but also the lessons

anyone can take from his career. It's a story rich in engaging anecdotes and human detail."—

Maria Bartiromo, Anchor, CNBC's Closing Bell and The Wall Street Journal Report"Eli Broad is

a man of great accomplishments in many fields. Few will read his book without a twinge of

envy; almost all will learn a lot. And what you learn will be useful in your career and your life."—

Donald E. Graham, Chairman, The Washington Post Company--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorEli Broad is an entrepreneur, philanthropist, and the founder

of two Fortune 500 companies, KB Home and SunAmerica. He is an internationally known art

collector and museum patron and has been profiled on 60 Minutes, in Vanity Fair, and in the

New York Times for his role in the creation of Los Angeles cultural institutions, including the

Frank Gehry–designed Walt Disney Concert Hall, the Museum of Contemporary Art, the Broad

Contemporary Art Museum at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and The Broad, a new

contemporary art museum he and his wife Edythe are building in the heart of downtown Los

Angeles. He and his wife have been the driving force behind a genomic medicine research

powerhouse—the Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT—and three stem cell research centers in

California. He is a life trustee on the boards of MOCA, LACMA, and the Museum of Modern Art

in New York and is regent emeritus of the Smithsonian Institution.--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.Read more
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BloombergWe have all met unreasonable people in our lives. Some of us have even been

called unreasonable—or worse. But if ever there’s been someone qualified to write a book on



being unreasonable, it is Eli Broad. And if ever there’s been a time when we need more people

to be unreasonable—in business, philanthropy, and especially government—it’s right now.Eli

Broad’s life is a great American story, not only because it is a story of hard work and success,

but because it’s a story of dreams—of pushing into new frontiers and believing that the

impossible can be achieved. That’s what Eli has done throughout his life, and it’s why he has

accomplished as much as he has. But this book is less about what Eli has done and more

about how he has done it.I first met Eli some 30 years ago, back when I was just starting my

own company. Eli had already built a Fortune 500 company from scratch, KB Home—and he

would go on to build a second: SunAmerica. Maybe the second time is easier, but I doubt it.

Building a company is an all-consuming undertaking that requires an enormous amount of

dedication, an unflagging belief in your idea, and plenty of good luck. But to me, the fact that he

built a second Fortune 500 company is less impressive than the fact that he set out to do it in

the first place. Plenty of other people would have kicked back and enjoyed an early retirement.

Not Eli. He wanted to continue building—and he had the guts to try to do it in an entirely

different industry.Within these pages, you will find a firsthand account of how he built those two

Fortune 500 companies; how he helped shape Los Angeles into a cultural and architectural

capital; how he is working to revolutionize the way we diagnose, treat, and prevent disease;

and how he is helping transform public education around the nation, including in New York

City.When I was first elected mayor of New York in 2001, I set out to transform the city’s broken

and dysfunctional Board of Education and turn around a school system that had been failing

students for decades. It was a daunting challenge; the New York City school system has 1.1

million students, which would make it the 10th largest city in the United States, just behind

Dallas. Ending decades of dysfunction and replacing it with a culture of innovation and

excellence would require bold action and a willingness to take on the special interests—and to

do that, we knew we would need lots of support. We reached out to private sector leaders and

philanthropists and asked them to become our partners—and Eli Broad was one of the very

first calls we made.Eli understands how important education reform is to the future of our

country, and he is as passionate as I am about putting the needs of children first—no matter

what the special interests say. Over the past decade, Eli has been instrumental in helping us

undertake major reforms, including launching the NYC Leadership Academy to train the next

generation of principals, creating more charter school options for students and parents, and

strengthening accountability.As a result, our students have made enormous progress, and

today, high school graduation rates are 40 percent higher than they were when we began.

When New York City won the prestigious Broad Prize for Urban Education in 2007, we could

not have been more honored.Eli and I both believe that philanthropy is most valuable—and

powerful—when it dares to go where governments will not or cannot, and he has provided

critical support in helping us launch promising but untested ideas. This willingness to take risks

has been a defining characteristic of Eli’s life. Yet he has been so successful not only because

he is fearless and forward-looking but also because he does his homework. He studies the

data, analyzes trends, and identifies opportunities that others may miss. Whether in business

or philanthropy, he is an entrepreneur in everything he does—always open to new ideas,

always looking for new approaches, and always willing to buck the conventional wisdom.When

Eli embraced the idea for a genomic medical research center that would bring together

scientists from MIT and Harvard, he was told that the two rival universities would never

collaborate on such a project. He ignored that advice, and today The Broad Institute is

changing the way we understand science and medicine. Of course, Eli has also had his share

of crazy ideas—like the time he wanted to buy the Tribune Company. Even though I own a



media business, I told him he was out of his mind, and he came to agree that he was lucky to

be the unsuccessful bidder.The Eli Broad you will meet in these pages is the Eli Broad I’ve

gotten to know and admire: honest and tough, blunt and direct. When he speaks and writes, he

has no use for business jargon or management gibberish. His language is as clear as his

vision. You will also meet the one person who is the secret of his success: his wife, Edye. She

is truly a full partner in all that they do. And when Eli is unreasonable, Edye is gracious, kind,

and understanding. Together, they are one talented team.This book holds lessons for anyone

who has ever failed—and anyone who has ever dreamt big. As someone who started a

company after getting fired, I know how difficult it is to swim against the tide. When I first

started a business making financial information more easily accessible via computers,

everyone thought I was crazy. “That’s not the way the industry works,” I was told. And when I

decided to run for mayor of New York, everyone thought I was really crazy. “You don’t know the

first thing about politics!” I was told. And that was true. But I knew what Eli knows: If you want to

achieve the impossible, you have to start by being unreasonable.Of course, being

unreasonable can also be a recipe for disaster. So how do you learn the art of being

unreasonable? Keep reading.Michael Bloomberg is mayor of New York City, founder of

Bloomberg LP, and an active philanthropist.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSAlthough I am solitary by
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downtown Los Angeles. Despite the daunting amount of work that is filling their days and

nights, Joanne Heyler and Deborah Kanter found time to contribute their insights to these

pages. I am indebted to them for their continuing commitment to our work. There are many

more members of our foundation team, too many to list individually but I have to express

appreciation to Rachel Smookler, Gregory McGinity, Erica Lepping, Jeannine Guido, Molly
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parent can.Until my last day, I will count my blessings that Edythe Lawson agreed to become

Edythe Broad. In recent years, I have referred to Edye as my chief inspiration officer. While

others have tolerated me, Edye has loved me, unconditionally. She has stuck by me, covered

my shortcomings, and brought a warmth and graciousness to our family and our friends that

are unmatched. While I welcomed public interest and attention throughout my careers, Edye

was enormously private and always shied away from crowds and cameras. Across the years,

she accompanied me to most every dinner, gala, and gathering—often tucking off in a corner

of a packed room with a book. Although Edye is a voracious reader—I’ve always joked that she

is the largest book buyer on the West Coast—she didn’t want me to write a book because she

preferred to keep our lives private. But she proved to be my most valued editor and has always

been my most treasured confidante. One of the best things about this book is the chance to tell

the world how much she means to me. Edye, I love you.Chapter 1The Art of Being

UnreasonableI am unreasonable.It’s the one adjective everyone I know—family, friends,

associates, employees, and critics—has used to describe me.Occasionally, some of them have

also called me crazy or nuts. But they’ve all told me at some point that I was being

unreasonable because my goals were unrealistic, my deadlines couldn’t be met, my ideas

were far-fetched, or my approach trampled on the conventional wisdom.But I believe that being

unreasonable has been the key to my success. In this book I want to show you how applying



unreasonable thinking can help you achieve goals others may tell you are out of reach, just as

it has for me.Over the past six decades I have had four careers: accounting, homebuilding,

retirement savings, and philanthropy. I became the first person to build two Fortune 500

companies from the ground up in two different industries. The $6 billion I earned in business is

now being used to help reform public education in America, assemble two world-class art

collections and make them widely accessible, and provide critical start-up funding for cutting-

edge biomedical research.What gives me the most satisfaction is that all my careers have

demanded that I meet people’s essential needs—helping them realize their dreams of

homeownership and a secure retirement, educating their children, experiencing great art, and

living a healthier life. Each has also required me to be quite unreasonable—to have outsized

ambition, discipline, energy, and focus and to have the confidence to ignore people who said I

couldn’t do it. If this book does nothing else, I hope it helps you silence the voice of

conventional wisdom that too often keeps people from even attempting to achieve their

goals.Through my careers there has been one constant: a paperweight on my desk, a gift my

wife, Edye, gave me some time after we were married in 1954. It sat on the tiny desk in a

shared office in Detroit, Michigan, where, as a young CPA, I first envisioned starting the local

homebuilding business that would become KB Home. It made the trip to Los Angeles, where it

rested in my new office with a view of the Pacific Ocean at my retirement savings company,

SunAmerica. Today, Edye’s gift sits on the pale wood desk where I oversee The Broad

Foundations’ wide-ranging philanthropies. My office walls may be covered with art by Jasper

Johns and photographs of the interesting people I have met during my career, but time and

again—as it has so often over the years—my gaze goes to Edye’s paperweight and its

inscription, a quote from George Bernard Shaw: “The reasonable man adapts himself to the

world. The unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all

progress depends upon the unreasonable man.”You could say Edye and I got married because

I was unreasonable. After a friend gave me Edye’s phone number, I called out of the blue and

asked her to dinner. She had no idea who I was and couldn’t even remember my friend. She

said yes only because her mother pressured her into it. I drove to her house one Saturday

night and hoped that she wouldn’t slam the door after seeing my big ears and goofy grin. Lucky

for me, she didn’t. Only a few dates later I proposed, promising her my vision of a great future:

our own home, two kids, two cars, and maybe a vacation once a year to Florida.Edye’s yes

was my greatest piece of good fortune. Our marriage remains Exhibit A in my case for the

value of being unreasonable. In love and in business, if you know what you want, you have to

go for it.Being Unreasonably UnreasonableI didn’t stop being unreasonable once Edye and I

were married. Sometimes it made me harder to live with than I needed to be. I hadn’t yet

realized that there’s an art to being effectively unreasonable. One night, for example, when

Edye wanted to see a movie, I drove to the theater only to turn right back around when I saw

the long line. I wasn’t about to waste time standing around for tickets, even if, as Edye sensibly

pointed out, there was no other way to see a movie.A few months later, when we had barely

settled into married life, I convinced her to sell our wedding china so that we could use the

money to buy land. Edye was the only woman among her friends—maybe the only woman ever

—who traded dishes for dirt.Home wasn’t the only place I was unreasonable. I didn’t try too

hard to hold on to my job at a small local accounting firm. I passed the CPA exam at age 20 on

the first try—a test that took my boss and other higher-ups several tries to ace. As the

youngest CPA in Michigan’s history, I started demanding a raise. My boss didn’t like that—or

my refusal to drop the subject—and I was fired.Asking your new boss for a raise because you

did something he couldn’t do is an example of being artlessly unreasonable. It’s not a habit you



want to cultivate because, frankly, it’s just another way of being willful or selfish. It won’t get you

anywhere but into trouble.After getting fired, I hung out the shingle of my own accounting firm. I

found a rent-free office thanks to Edye’s cousin’s husband, Donald Kaufman, who let me share

his. Don was a homebuilder who put up several houses a year and worked the rest of the time

as a subcontractor on building sites. In exchange for the office, I told Don I would do his

accounting.Within several weeks of settling in, I was bored and restless. I had a few clients and

I was teaching night courses in accounting at the Detroit Institute of Technology, but I still didn’t

have enough work to keep me busy. I wanted more money and more excitement.The problem

was the only thing I knew how to do was accounting. I wasn’t interested in going into another

line of work that required new credentials because I didn’t want to go back to school. I had

pushed myself hard to graduate cum laude from Michigan State University in just three years. I

tried to get a job working at a homebuilder but was turned away for lack of experience. That’s

when I asked myself, “Why not start my own homebuilding company?”I thought about my skills

and my personality and whether they would be a good fit for the field. I read industry

magazines that I got at the library. Meticulous research, as you will see, became a key to my

success in all four of my careers. I studied other homebuilders, who struck me as too inefficient

and not focused enough on the best available financing. They could build a house blindfolded,

but they didn’t pay enough attention to their finances. A keen eye for numbers would be my

competitive advantage.I read and analyzed enough news to know that America in those years

was moving from a nation of tenants to a country of homeowners. Building houses was not

complicated, and I wasn’t going to have to build them anyway. I would just have to manage

subcontractors and suppliers and find a partner who knew his way around the field—which is

exactly what Don Kaufman was. That’s how we became Kaufman and Broad.I told Edye my

plans, and—instead of telling me I was nuts—she encouraged me to go for it. She also gave

me the suggestion that made it all possible. She said to ask her dad, Morris, for start-up

capital, $12,500. He said yes, and my first company was born.Discovering the Art of UnreasonI

heard complaints about how unreasonable I was as soon as I set foot on our first construction

site. Some of my subcontractors owned shirts older than I was, and they weren’t too keen on

listening to me explain how they could build homes faster and more cheaply if they would just

stick to the budget and schedule I had drawn up. But by then I had carefully researched the

cost of all the material we would need and the time it would take to complete every step in the

building process.That alone wasn’t enough to convince the contractors to work for us. Instead, I

appealed to their interests. It was a little intimidating—I was a young kid asking seasoned

contractors to work for less and wait a little longer to get paid. But they quickly saw my logic. If

they stuck to my plan, our company would grow rapidly and they would have more work—even

during the winter months, when building traditionally slows down. They took a chance with us,

and the gamble paid off. We built 120 homes that first year. We made money—and so did our

contractors.Something similar happened three decades later, when I turned a small, rather

sleepy insurance firm into the multibillion-dollar retirement savings company SunAmerica. Not

long after the company spun off from Kaufman and Broad and became a separate publicly

traded company in 1989, I walked into our conference room and told my senior executives that

I wanted 20 percent growth every year. Again, there were murmurs from some of the more

experienced hands that I was nuts.But I had done my homework. Research—and using what

you learn from it to analyze every situation—is what separates being unreasonable from being

irrational. I knew we could achieve that high growth rate by acquiring smaller companies,

building a broker network as big as Merrill Lynch’s, and being the best at marketing and

addressing customer needs. I promised my employees great rewards if they joined me in



reaching for that unreasonable goal. When we got down to work, we turned SunAmerica into a

provider of secure retirements for millions of Americans—and the best performing stock on the

New York Stock Exchange from 1990 until we merged with American International Group (AIG)

in 1998.The world of philanthropy is no less suspicious of unreasonable ideas and goals. I

heard the usual complaints whenever I tried anything ambitious: helping to launch the Museum

of Contemporary Art in 1979, raising the money to build Los Angeles’s acclaimed Walt Disney

Concert Hall, working to transform K–12 urban school districts across America, and funding

critical biomedical research with strategic investments in the style of a venture capitalist. All of

those efforts succeeded, and I found that people who started out calling me crazy were

suddenly happy to be my partners.Victory, as the old saying goes, has many fathers. People

will flock to support you when you do well, but in the crucial early moments, and whenever you

try to create something out of nothing, you will be on a solitary path blocked by obstacles and

doubt. If you’re already on that kind of course, this book will speak to you in a special way. It will

give you examples from my experience that will help you enlist allies and collaborators. It will

show you how to smooth your unreasonableness into an artful and focused drive. Being artfully

unreasonable won’t necessarily make you a good team player, but it can make you a

dramatically effective leader.If, instead, you worry a lot about what other people think and you

fear being called unreasonable, this book will show you that with research, good analysis, and

focus you can have the confidence to do what others would dismiss as unreasonable and

achieve the successes nobody thought you could reach.The lessons I’ve taken to heart from

nearly 60 years in business and philanthropy are ones I still use every day: ask a lot of

questions, pursue the untried, revise expectations upward, take risks, be restless, and most

important, seek out the best in your work—the best deal, the best investment, the best people,

the best causes, the best art—and the best in yourself.Chapter 2Why Not? The Powerful

QuestionIf you’ve never heard my name pronounced, you probably think it rhymes with

rod.When my father immigrated to the United States, he added the a to his Lithuanian

surname, Brod. He thought the extra vowel would make Brod seem less strange. Unfortunately,

neither he nor the rest of his family—who happily adopted the new spelling and rod

pronunciation—could foresee just how much fun the guys in my junior high school would have

calling me “broad.”Then I had an idea: Why not change my name?Broad, however, was my

family’s name. It was the name on the sign above the Detroit five-and-dime my father owned.

Legally changing my name would also involve a trip to court, which would trigger more ridicule

when the other kids found out I had done something so drastic just to avoid teasing. So, I

thought, why not alter just the pronunciation? “Broad, rhymes with road,” I started telling

people, from teachers on down to my classmates. I told my parents about the switch one

evening at dinner. They just smiled and shook their heads. They knew even then that there

wasn’t a lot they could do to change my mind—and I learned the advantage of reframing the

facts in a way nobody had considered before.The name stuck. I became “Eli Broad, rhymes

with road.” Some of the teasing continued, but it didn’t really sting anymore. I had changed

myself. I liked my new name. To me it seemed strong and refined. I still say, “Rhymes with

road,” when I introduce myself to people for the first time, and I’m still happy with the way it

sounds. I even enjoy the association with the word road, which always suggests a way forward

—my preferred direction.It all started just because I asked a simple question: “Why not?”“Why

Not?” as the First Step to SuccessChildren instinctively ask, “Why not?” Adults soon lose the

habit, in large part because they have accepted the status quo. But that’s exactly when you

need to ask the question with greater force. The questions you’re willing to ask when others

think they have all the answers are doors to discovery.Asking “Why not?” worked for my



parents. Both were Jewish immigrants from Lithuania. My mom’s family was in the timber

business back home and had some money, but my father had nothing in the old country and

even less when he arrived in New York. They often needed extra money, so they decided to

open, of all things, a Christmas store. They had no experience, they had never run a store, and

they were Jewish—but why not? They rented an empty storefront for two months every year. I

helped them stock shelves and sell cards, strings of lights, stockings, wrapping paper, and last-

minute gifts. My parents worked long hours right up until Christmas Eve, when everyone else

was with their families. All of a sudden, what started as a strange idea—one the conventional

wisdom said my parents had no business pursuing—became a major part of getting our family

through the Great Depression.My first business also began with “Why not?” when I was 13

years old. I had been collecting stamps since I was 5, living in a walk-up apartment in the

Bronx with my parents. My Uncle Misha lived upstate in Peekskill and collected stamps from

around the world. I often spent weekends at his house, flipping through his grand old leather

volumes of stamps—learning how to pick out the good ones, how to store them properly, how

much they were worth. I continued collecting even after we moved to Detroit when I was 7

years old. I bought stamps whenever I had some spare money, getting sheets of them at the

post office the first day a new set came out. I started reading stamp collecting magazines and

spent weekends riding the streetcar to downtown Detroit, where stamp dealers would set up

shop in empty storefronts. I once discovered an early American stamp on the floor at a

convention. (I suppose it helped that, at my age, I was the closest to the floor and shyly looking

down.) It was more valuable than any other stamp I owned.I loved the atmosphere around the

weekend stamp dealers—trading, haggling, looking for that perfect find. It was my first taste of

the excitement I would come to love in the business world, the constant urge to do more and

better. I decided I wanted to experience that rush as a seller and not just as a casual buyer.As

a 13-year-old, though, operating out of a storefront was out of the question. Then, one

weekend, I saw an ad in one of the collectors’ magazines. Chrysler International, the auto

company, was selling boxes of stamps that had been clipped off the envelopes it received from

around the world. Each box weighed 2 pounds and cost a few dollars. Although I was already

good with numbers, I couldn’t quite calculate how many stamps that would be for a very low

price, but I knew the figure was significant.That was the moment I had to ask, “Why not?” I

could already imagine the obstacles and objections I’d have to overcome: the office workers at

Chrysler asking me what the heck I was doing wandering around their headquarters, my

parents asking why I needed to go to the offices of one of the Big Three automakers, and other

stamp collectors just not wanting to do business with a kid. But there was no really good

reason why not, why it couldn’t be me, as long as I had the idea and the money—and the

follow-through.I took the streetcar by myself to Chrysler. I walked through the lobby, pretending

I was meant to be there. I asked the first adult I saw for directions to the mailroom, where my

stamps awaited. Once I found my way, I handed a man two crumpled dollar bills and took the

box. No one gave me the slightest trouble.I went home and put some ads in magazines,

advertising a hundred stamps for $1.95. Orders came in from around the country—a bunch of

checks made out to me. Everyone assumed I was a grown-up with a bank account. I made

more than $10 off my $2 investment in that first box. The money was so good that I stopped

saving for more stamps and started saving for a car, although I was still too young to drive.

When I was 16, I bought a 1941 Chevy for $200. It was old and beaten up and the tires were

worn. But it ran. It was the ride that stamps bought.Nothing Sets Me Off More Than Being Told

I Can’t Do SomethingToo often, age and experience become an excuse for accepting the

status quo without question. Instead of asking “Why not?” you become overwhelmed with all



the reasons something can’t be done. “Of course not” becomes your automatic response. You

grow fearful of making mistakes. You rely on conventional wisdom because that’s what

everyone else does, and there’s safety in consensus.I fell into that trap when my high school

teachers made it very clear to me that they found my constant questions annoying. Without

answers or encouragement, I stopped asking—and stopped paying attention in class. I threw

myself into my after-school jobs, such as selling women’s shoes, and my grades fell. As

graduation approached, I applied only to Michigan colleges and decided to pursue a pre-law

major. It just seemed like the thing to do. I had let myself slip into autopilot, just going

along.Michigan State University (at the time it was Michigan State College) changed all that—

and taught me vital lessons beyond the classroom. When “Why not?” disappears from our

vocabulary, we often need something to jar us—inspiration from teachers or friends, new

places, new challenges.What first kicked me out of my stupor was a rule I didn’t like. Michigan

State prohibited drinking beer in the dorms. I didn’t care that much about beer. It was the

restriction that rubbed me the wrong way—and besides, I hated the dorm food. I could have

done what many others did and just eaten off campus and broken the rule on beer. That,

however, would have put my status as a student at risk. I wasn’t willing to do that. My parents

hadn’t gone to college, and I wanted to get a degree, for me and for them. So instead, I

thought, why not just live where I could do what I wanted?Moving out of the dorms wouldn’t be

easy, I knew, because freshmen were supposed to live on campus. Getting to and from

campus would be an additional burden. In any event, I told the school a little white lie—that I

was living at home and commuting from Detroit—and moved into the local YMCA. It was brand-

new, and I’d never lived anywhere brand-new. More to the point, I could eat and drink whatever

I liked.Not long after the move, I discovered I liked college. My professors appreciated

questions, so I started asking them again. In 1952, during my sophomore year, I had a

particularly fine economics instructor, Walter Adams, who would later become president of

Michigan State University and write many books. He was only 11 years older than I was, and

he could hold the attention of a bunch of teenagers like nobody I’d ever seen. He taught us

from future Nobel Laureate Paul Samuelson’s famous economics textbook. He also had us

read what would become one of my favorite books, Beckoning Frontiers: Public and Personal

Recollections, the memoirs of Marriner S. Eccles, who was President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s

choice for chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank.I credit Professor Adams with interesting me

in accounting. It was a perfect field for me because I was good with numbers. I was—even then

—a pragmatist and couldn’t envision a future in the esoteric pursuit of higher mathematics or

theoretical economics. If I switched from pre-law to accounting, I could finish school early, get

right to work, and maybe even eventually own my own store like my parents. “Why not?” I

thought, as Professor Adams inspired me to make one of the most important choices of my life.

That was the moment when asking “Why not?” became a lifelong habit.“Why Not?” Should Be

Something You Ask Every DayBig decisions shouldn’t be the only ones you reach by asking

“Why not?” If you can make that question part of your routine thinking, you will find unexpected

and beneficial ways to improve the status quo.Before Kaufman and Broad went public, for

example, I decided I wanted to employ the best accounting firm and I wanted first crack at its

attention. My background made me a stickler for smart accounting, which is much more than

totaling columns of figures. Rather than bumping elbows at the end of every calendar year with

all the other companies trying to close their books, I simply asked, “Why not move the end of

our fiscal year?”Most firms close their fiscal year on either December 31 or June 30 or the last

day of another quarter. We simply decided to end our year on November 30, which allowed us

to hire the best accountants at the best rates and without a hint of the burnout that comes from



working the financials of so many companies at once. To this day, more than 20 years after I

stopped running the company, KB Home’s financial year ends on November 30. Anyone, in any

line of work, can use “Why not?” to make this kind of relatively small but significant change in

day-to-day operations.“Why not?” also helps me navigate options—weeding out the foolish

while not shying away from the challenging. It’s a question that helps sharpen my convictions

and break down my unexamined prejudices. Over the years, it has become something of a

personal mantra. When doubts assail me at crucial moments, I remind myself of all the things

informed opinion told me I couldn’t do but that I went on to accomplish. Then I ask myself,

“Why not prove ’em wrong again?”I suspect my inclination to ask “Why not?” was planted

during what was, in many ways, a solitary childhood in which there were few adults to tell me

no. Perhaps it also came from a childhood experience that I remember profoundly: Visiting the

1939 New York World’s Fair right before my family moved from the Bronx to Detroit. I recall we

paid a little more than a dollar to get in. I saw whole planned cities and towns. I saw my first fax

machine and my first television set, which I watched for a long time, totally spellbound, even

though the only things on the screen were images of people walking right by me. I could have

just turned around. But that screen, that box, and every other object of realized imagination at

that wonderful fair had begun, I instinctively knew, with a “Why not?”One of Robert Kennedy’s

favorite quotations, like the inscription on my paperweight, was from George Bernard Shaw:

“Some people see things as they are and say, why? I dream things that never were and say,

why not?”One of the things you’ll discover when you ask “Why not?” is that life is richer when

you live it among the dreamers.Chapter 3Forget Conventional WisdomWhen you have done

the unreasonable thing, which is what most people call thinking for yourself, and asked the

forbidden question “Why not?” you’ve empowered yourself with conventional wisdom’s polar

opposite: unconventional insight. That’s the quality you always need to start a business, take a

risk, or make any major decision.Economically and personally, there couldn’t have been a

worse time to start a new business than 1956, the year I launched what ultimately became a

Fortune 500 company. The first major downturn of the postwar era—the so-called Eisenhower

recession—was about to start, and the homebuilding market was already jittery. Edye and I

were expecting our first child. We had a mortgage. I had lost my $67.40-a-week accounting job,

and we were living on my income from a few accounting clients and the night classes I was

teaching at the Detroit Institute of Technology.Actually, I liked both teaching and accounting,

but my meager earnings weren’t quite enough to give Edye the life I had promised. All I could

see when I looked at the years ahead was more of the same, and that was not the future I

wanted. As everyone else trimmed their expectations and ambitions to fit the nation’s prevailing

pessimism, I ignored the conventional wisdom and came to the unreasonable conclusion that

even recessions can yield opportunity.Conventional Wisdom Strangles InnovationReasonable

people treat conventional wisdom with respect. Those of us who are unreasonable regard it as

an expression of the herd instinct. It’s a fine quality for sheep—creatures that usually end up

getting sheared—but not for entrepreneurs.Most successful businesses have to begin by

bucking conventional wisdom. Invention and innovation don’t happen without it. Someone

certainly told Jeff Bezos of that no one would buy a book without picking it up and looking at it

in a store. People probably told Ted Turner when he was starting CNN that no one would want

to watch—let alone advertise on—a 24-hour news channel.The first bit of conventional wisdom

that my homebuilding partner, Don Kaufman, and I encountered was the firm belief that no one

in Detroit would buy a house without a basement. We asked, “Why not?” The answer produced

our first big idea: no basements.From reading industry magazines, I already knew that

homebuilders in Indianapolis, Indiana, and Dayton, Ohio, were building houses without



basements and families were buying them. Basements had historically been the place to store

coal to heat your home for the winter. New gas heating eliminated the need to stockpile coal,

so basements weren’t a necessity. If we skipped building them, we could put up homes faster

and sell them for less than our competitors. We also could price our houses for first-time

buyers, who I figured wouldn’t move out of their apartments unless mortgage payments were

less than their rent.We constructed two basement-less model homes and bought options on 15

more lots. We also made a few other departures from convention to build a better-priced

product. We used a combination of wood and brick facing rather than the more expensive all-

brick fronts that were popular at the time. There were no architects’ fees because I designed

the floor plan myself. I made sure that there was as little hall space as possible, which meant

bigger living areas. We threw in a carport, a nice perk at a time when many families in Detroit

still parked on the street.I carefully studied every step that went into putting up a home, and by

scrutinizing every expense and eliminating all the nonessentials, I came up with a no-frills

house that could be constructed on an accelerated schedule. Less time with guys standing

around on the job site and no wasted materials created instant advantages for our

company.Unconventional economies allowed us to set our price at $13,740, which was a full

$2,000 less than the closest competition. That translated into a monthly payment of around

$65, depending on the down payment. If the buyer was a veteran, as many in those days were,

a down payment wasn’t even needed. Don and I papered the city with flyers advertising our

bare-bones, unfurnished models, which I christened “The Award Winner.” Thankfully, nobody

ever asked what prize we had won.The weekend our models opened, I wanted to be anywhere

but in Detroit. Everyone was throwing shovelfuls of the conventional wisdom at us: Nobody

would buy a house without a basement, and even if they did, we would go broke trying to sell

houses at such a low price. We were confident, but we were a little nervous too. So Edye; Don;

his wife, Glorya; and I drove to Dayton, Ohio, for the weekend. We looked at a few model

houses, just to compare notes, and had a steak dinner. We started the drive back to Detroit on

Sunday. Halfway there, I couldn’t wait any longer to find out how we had done. I pulled off the

road, walked into a diner, went straight to the pay phone, and dialed our sales rep. He gave me

the incredible news: We had sold 15 houses, all the lots we had, with sales of more than

$200,000.In our first year of business, we sold 120 houses, generating $1.7 million in revenue

for our new company. That was a long way from scraping by as a $67.40-a-week accountant. I

had enough money to pay back my father-in-law, and a few years later, I treated myself to a

new car, a Thunderbird convertible. To build that beauty, Ford had bucked the conventional

wisdom too. No one thought anyone would buy a two-seater that looked like a sports car but

didn’t have the engine to qualify—the Thunderbird was just a standard chassis dressed up in a

fancy new suit. But Ford went with it. They called it a “personal luxury car” and that’s precisely

what it felt like to me.Innovation Is a Permanent RevolutionConventional wisdom abhors

innovation. It’s never a good time to change—far better to return to your company’s

fundamentals, or to focus on the next quarter’s revenue, or just to continue doing what you do

best. That may sound wise, but it’s a recipe for stagnation. Consider the examples of the

companies I mentioned earlier. discovered that along with books, customers would buy most

any imaginable product online. CNN launched its news website in 1995, and it is now the most

popular news site on the Web—and my source during the day for news of the financial

markets. Successful companies innovate constantly—the products they offer, how they sell

them, or how they conduct operations. Whether you’re starting a business or launching a

nonprofit or civic initiative, now is the time to innovate.
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Wally Bock, “A book chock-full of practical advice from someone who has been dramatically

successful. I bought The Art of Being Unreasonable soon after it came out in 2012. I wanted to

learn from the only person who has created two Fortune 500 companies in different industries.

I read the book and liked it. Since that first reading, I’ve dipped back into the book several

times to read an individual chapter or two. In other words, for me, this is a book that has

legs.Eli Broad is well-known for his philanthropy, for creating both KB Homes and SunAmerica,

and for being unreasonable. I wanted to learn what I could about this unreasonable stuff. In

chapter one, Broad tells you why he wrote the book. “In this book, I want to show you how

applying unreasonable thinking can help you achieve goals others may tell you are out of

reach, just as it has for me.”If that was it, this wouldn’t be a helpful book. You can be wildly

unreasonable and successful if you’re lucky. You can also be wildly unreasonable and

unsuccessful. The key to Broad’s success is more than being unreasonable. Here’s another

quote from chapter one. “Research – and using what you learn from it to analyze every

situation – is what separates being unreasonable from being irrational.”There are 22 chapters

in The Art of Being Unreasonable. The first time I read the book, I enjoyed them all. But over

the years, there are only a few that I’ve gone back to again and again. Here are some of

them. Chapter two is “Why Not? The Powerful Question.” Broad thinks that it’s the first step to

success and it seems that way to me. Sometimes, I need to be reminded. Chapter four is “Do

Your Homework No Matter How Much Time It Takes.” This may be the most important chapter

in the book because it’s what makes unreasonable work. Broad advises you to pay attention to

history and watch out for creeping complacency. He also suggests that you can’t do it all

yourself. You need to ask questions and delegate.There are plenty of other good things in the

book. There’s a lot about negotiation, and motivating people, and the best way to assess risk. I

love all those things, but they’re not where the big value is for me. The only other chapter I’ve

returned to several times is chapter 21: “The Unreasonableness of Art and Artists.” Whether or

not you are a collector and philanthropist, like Broad, there’s a lot in this chapter to get you

thinking. By now, you may be asking yourself, “If this is such a great book, why didn’t you

review it years ago?” The answer to that one is, “I don’t know.” Probably something else

claimed my attention and I went off in another direction. In A NutshellThe Art of Being



Unreasonable is a book chock-full of practical advice from someone who has been

dramatically successful. It’s a book you’ll read through and return to several times.”

Fairo, “Great read. Bought as a gift for a dear friend.He loves it. Thank you.”

Dr. M. D. Morris, “The Art of being Unreasonable. Eli Broad's book is prefaced by Michael R

Bloomberg.One should be very careful about asking someone who is such a good self

promoter and with such creativity to kick off one's own offering. I shall have to read it again in

order to get into it.This really is the story about a formerly despised group of immigrants whose

ingenuity and creativity exploded in America. One should never surpress or criticise those who

behave in a confident but unconventional way. I recall (in my second job as an English doctor)

trying to persuade a young artist on my ward- simply a ward orderly at the time, not to take up

art because no one managed to make a living out of it (it was 1958). He became the 'golden

boy' of British Art. His name was David Hockney.Such people are 'thin on the ground' so we

might as well read what they have to say. (and possibly,- as they say in Yorkshire) 'keep out

traps shut!'David Morris”

Bob B, “I'll tell you what is unreasonable ....... ..... doing all you can to avoid paying corporation

tax in the UKUntil things change significantly at Amazon.co.uk this will be my last purchase

here ............”
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